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ABSTRACT The advent of electronic health records {EHRs} to improve aceess 
and enable research inthe everyday eliuical avarld has simultanaoosly made medical 
n£orrxaation much more vulnerable to illicit, non-beneficent uses.This wealth of iden-

tified, aggregated data has arld will attract attacks by doniesac governinen~s for suz-
veillance and protection, foreign governments for espionagz and sabotage, organized 
crime fox Regal profits, and large corporations for "'legal" ~ro$ts.Against these powers 
with almost aulimited resources no security scheaue is likely to prevail, so the design 
gf'such systems should include appropriate security measures. Unlike ~iapec ~eecocdc, 
where the person it~aintaining and controlling the e~cistence of the records also con-
unls access to them, these two functions can be separated for EHRs. By'giving physz-
cal control over access to inchvidix~l recoxdx Yo their indiv dixal otivnexs; the aggtegateis 
dismandeti, Chereby protecting the nation's iden[ified health inforsnaadn from large- 
wale data iiuning of buxpeeing. Coptrol over the e~tistence and integrity of all the 

nsdWCions.This atticle discusses themplic2rions of all o{the above forthe role of the 
:clinician in assuring confidentiality (a cornerstone of Clinical practice), for research and 
everyday p~acace, and fbr current seturiry desi~s, 

T"~ RC3M ANTIQUITY TO THE PRESENT the ability Of c1lriiCianS t0 asSUiC C4rifi- 

1 ~ denkialiCy has been a cornerstone of practice.Though the escpectations and 

emphases of the various ethical codes and laws concerning cpnfidentiality have 

evolved over time, it has always been the practitioner's responsibility to observe 

them: The use' of computers for the generation and storing of individual fined- 

ical records is'a significant change from our current' paper-based records. That' 
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change makes the security of records a technological problem generally outside 
the realm of physician knowledge or control. 

THE PROBLEM 

Researchers and vendors First began developing electronic health records 
(EHRs) in the late 1960s to 1980s. "Peripherals" were hardwired to "main-
frames;' and computing power was a limiting factor. During the 1970s and 
1)80s, the Internet was only nascent and primarily government sponsored £or 
research, education, and government uses. Independent commercial networks 
not needing to use the government's National Science Foundation Network 
(NSFNet) backbone did not develop until the early 1990s.The degree of con-
nectivity that is commonplace toda~~ was not easily of commonly availaUle then, 
and as a consequence it did not enter into design considexatlons for EHRs.The 
focus w:u on the individual record and copying into electronic form the infor-
mation flow functions of a hospital or clinic that the record reflected. Conse-
quently the storage of records was not a focus of concern, and most likely it was 
taken for granted that the EHRs would be possessed by and reside in record 
room—like places, just as paper-based records did. If one were to explicitly state 
the design assumption that those technologic times produced, it would Ue some-
thing like this: one can transpose the idea, or the logical construct, of a record 
room onto the organization of collections of digital records, and therefore the 
same principles that secure a record room will provide adequate security for col-
lections ofEHRs, and thus confidentiality for individual patients.That, this arti-
cle will argue, was a faulty assumprion, and ie led directly to cliniciazis' current 
inability to assure their patients of confidentiality. 

Paper records derive much of their security from their physical nature.The 
frustrations we clinicians or patient-observing clinicians have all experienced 
trying to find the information we need in a voluminous, precariously held to-
gether stack of paper called a chart, illustrates the point. The difficulty paper 
records inherently present in searching for and retrievi»g information, even in 
the Gaze of an individual patient, protects the information in them. Because of 
that, security is a relatively simple matter of locking up the filing cabinet, lock-
ing up the record room, and insuring tlic patient has given us a signed release of 
information form before we copy something and send it along to another record 
room. We all understand how this works, and hoev to do it. Breaches in security 
ocair one patient at a time, from such things as a clinician checking up nn her 
daughter's boyfriend, or political operatives engaged in "diary tricks." It is doubt-
£ul there has ever been a case of gangsters backing a truck up to a record room 
and heisting the whole lot. 

Of course, it is the inherent obstinacy of paper records in divulging their 
secrets that has led us to yeazn for what digital data seems so easily to produce: 
information instantly at our fingertips. The fulfillment of that desire will 
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undouAtedly he of great medical value. IVot otxly will we ba able to abstract the 
information vrhen and as'it is needed bq a particular patiern for a pazLi~ular, clip-
ical issue, but we will also be able to search for and tabulate information across 
EE3Rs,The suffering that we as clinicians observe and record seven days a week, 
24 hours a day~vill no langex be ~~st ko us, rnoldeting away in ~ tecard room; 
but r~vaA be available Co us for learning—analyzing oursecoxded=e~erience.We 
are an the verge of inventing a new tool of clinical investigation: Much like the 

invention o£the microscope and the x-ray ~nactune, this new toc~1 will enable us 
to "see" things~tkat eze right in fmnt of us that ure have never seen before, 

It is khe accessibility of the whole body of records, so potenrially useful fox xe-
search, that will unfortunately alsi~ make the records i valuable for many +ether 
purposes.And the lamer the aggregate, the greater its value wiA bc.Whether one 
imagines a aingle record For ~ person frombirth to death thae may be accessed 
from any location, or imagines our ixsual scattering of retards over time in cli£-
ferent offices; hospitals, and clinics that are then pulled together by a health 
information exchange (HIE), one has imagined a virtual single record rootx ,The 
searchable nature of an'EHT~, and the interconnections between the physical: 
locations of ~T-TRs, create a degree of accessibility—and therefore value of the' 
data :that will routinely attract attackers.The problem far EHRs becomes hovsr 

to reserve them, bountifit~iy accessible information only for those fingertips Bed-
ieated to its beneficent clinical use, rather than for those pursuing money and 
power. 

TF1L CUI#R~NT Sr81,UTli)N 

Since. the 1970s, there has been an intricate history of research, vendor compe- 
tition, and acquisikions, as tivel] as gradually evolving standards for E~3Rs. The 
standazds process in the United States has culminated in the Office of the Na- 
tional Coordinator for Healkh Information Technology (the ONC), created by , 
execueiue order in 2004, and then legislatively mandated bq the Health Tnfor- 
motion Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act of 2009. 
The QNC is charged with "promotitag the development o£ a nationwide healkh 
information technalagy (IT) infrastructure that allows for electronic use and 
exchange of inforrnatian;' whic}a, among other things, "ensures secure and pro- 
tected patient .health information:' To do this, the ONC designates minmixm 
capahilities an EMIR must make available fox "users" t~ meet their assessed secu-
riry needs. The ONC is at pains to make clear that iC is the purchaser/owner 
user i~f an EF3R who has the respo~sibiliry fox assessing secuxiry needs, deciding, 
which available security,nieasures to use, and ensuring their proper implemen- 
ration and function at their facilities. (However, "meaniangful use" criteria set by, 
the Center for Medicare and Medicaid [CMS] may in turn encourage one to 
use or not use one or the other of available secur9ry measures.) The ONC fur- 
ther specifies that the criteria by which ane is to assess seair ry needs are the 
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privacy and security rules of the Health Insurance Portabilit}~ and Accountability 
Act (HIPAA) of 1996. 

The HIPAA privacy rules are meant to apply to health information in any 
medium, and the security rules to electronic information. Reading them makes 
clear that the underlying (and unaddressed) assumption of these various rules is 
that they are codifying business as usual to make "portability" more possible. Prac-
titioners, clinics, hospitals, agencies, nursing homes, pharmacies, urgent cue cen-
ters, ambulance companies, insurance companies, health information exchanges 
(HIES), "clearinghouses," and so forth are assumed to possess and protect the 
patient information—and thus the pm-internee design assumptions of the 1970s 
prevaiLThe venerable medical record mom Ss simply transposed on to its envi-
sioncd and still developing modern electronic forms. 

The security rules are divided into physical, technical, and administrative cat-
egories. The physical rules have to do, as one would imagine, with securing the 
hudware, such as the machine room and the "work stations °' Since one does not 
actually travel to the machine room to pick up a hard disk and read ie, as one 
would a paper record in the record room, this set of rules, though necessary, has 
the least to do with controlling actual access to the information. The technical 
rules azc meant to put in place data and network security tools that will support 
the permitted and not permitted "disclosure n~les" of a later section. These tools 
are such things as monitoring and allowing or disallowing trafEc based on who it 
is coming from and its contents ("firewalls"}, logs, and identity-, role-, and loca-
tion-dependent access to different categories of data in a patient's record. One can 
see in these the analogs to procedures used in record raoms.These rules are cat-
egorized as either "required" or "addressable," meaning they either must be done 
or may be done. It is worth noting that encryption, the analog of locking the 
record room, is considered "addressable." The administrative rules have to do ~~ith 
creating a security plan for routine operation and various emergencies (utilizing 
the kinds of tools listed in the techiucal secrion, and the actual tools in the EHR 
required by the ONC), iinpleuienting the plan, monitoring the plan, evaluating 
and updating the plan, and creating and maintaining the sectue work force to do 
all of that. Here it is worth noting that all this implies a not inconsiderable group 
of administrative personnel, wide not inconsiderable technical knowledge. 

The "Security Standards: General Rules" section of the HIPAA security rules 
sets out what must be considered in developing a security plan for one's organ-
izaeion. Among the considerations is that one is to "protect against reasonably 
anticipated threats or hazards to the security or integrity of such information" 
(HIPAA 2006).The next section gives examples of threats that can reasonably be 
anticipated, and it will he seen that simply mapping the record room and its pro-
tections o~~ to networks anti computers can only be deemed acceptable security 
if the "reasonably anticipated threats" are in fact ignored. 
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THE ATTACKERS: N O7 ONLY ANTIClPATEA~ 

BUT HSR:E 

Potential attackers who have and will continue to target personal data such as 

EHRs include: domeskic governments, for surveillance and "protection' ; fpreign 

governments, for espionage and sabotage; organized crime, for illegal profits; and " 

large cozporations, for "legal" profits from data mining and related activities.These 

groups are attracted to any lazge database of denrified personal information, and 

as our electronic medical information databases grow, so will the attraction: 

An attack is one parry intentionally taking information from another party 

against its will or withoue permission. These are not examples of unintentional 

loss ~finfarmat on through lapses by its owner, although the unintentional lapses 

are already monuinental~--for example, a 2011 headline in the Boston Herald an-

nounced that "Mass. DaCa Bxeaches Strike 51Vlillion" {Turner 2011)—and`what ' 

one anostly reads about, xhough even these are surly not reported to their full' 

ezctent.It is a eornpletely di~'erent problem Co admit publicly that one°s security 

has been (and therefore probably conYinnes to be) inadequate to pxotect the data 

that the entity has been entrixsted with (imh4 would want to trust that entity in 

the future?), or Yo reveal that one knows haw to overcame an4ther's security 

(and thus destroy one's own ill-gotten but treasured advantage over a coinpeti-' 

tor). It is impossible to know the extent of these problems, but what is publicly 

knovrn is likely' only Che' fip of the`'iceberg:' ' 

Domestic GovemmentS 

An infamous U.S. example of misuse of personal data occurred during the'' 

Second World War. Specific law preventing rase of detailed census data was" 

changed in March 19}2 to allow neighborhood and individual `data to be used 

to aid surveillance and internment of U.S, citizens of Japanese ethnicity.The law 

was changed back in 7947. HIPAA includes "enforcement ruics 'and the Office 

for Givi1 Rights (C~CR) is charged with using these rules to investigate and 

penalize those who do not comply with the HTPAA privacy and security mea- 

sures.'The thought clearly is that law can protect us from misuse of databases: 

However, as the WWII incident demonstrates, such laws are akin to legislation' 

prop bifing alligators from eating ducks. It is riot in our human nature to follow 

such laws—especially if we are threatened or, like the alligatar feeling hungry. 

Another maPe recedt ~xample'is the "warrantless vvitetap" controvsi~sy of 

post-~9/11.This grew from an initial eskimate dfa fewhundred t7.S ciazensbeing 

affected, to allegakions of a secret National Secutiry Agency (NSA) monitoring 

and data-mining room at an AT&T' &bet optic hub in San Francisco, to comrneuts 

that the only ~vay to know the sizeof the program x~ould be to Mate the number 

of eitides granted iiiu7iunity by the 2008 Foreign I~itelligeuce Sixrveillance Act 

(FISA) Amendments Act—in other ~~ards, nYernet companies such as Google 

William Binney, a former senior NSA mathematician who resigned in 2001, de-
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scribed the secret project Stellaz Wind, which has 10 to 20 such fiber-optic mon-
itoring stations about the nation, as well as satellite monitoring. "They violated the 
Conseitutiou setting it up," he says bluntly (Bamford 2012). Notable in this exam-
ple is the amount, and therefore the value, of the data availaUle (20 terabytes a 
minute, according to Binney), the threat, the action by government without sup-
porting la~v, the inability or unwillingness of private partners to resist the govern-
ment, and the government's ability to make the actions legal retroactively. 

Another example involves medical data from my home state of Vermont. In 
2006, legislation was passed to create a registry of prescriptions for controlled 
substances. The registry was to Ue used to help physicians identify, and thus get 
into treatment, those suffering fmm substance abuse.A registry is basically a slice 
of data from medical records created to allow seazching and sorting in the way 
that paper records don't, and precisely as we hope EHRs will be able to. It was 
clear to the legislative leaders involved in 2006 that the law would not have been 
passed i£ access had not been limited to physicians: if police had also been al-
lowed access it would not have passed. However, in 2012, legislation supported 
by the governor (who supports EHRs) was introduced to allow the police access 
to the database for anything they deem a "Dona fide investigation"—that is, 
access without obtaining a warrant. To date the outcome is hanging in the bal-
ance. In this example we have the following components: a medical database of 
identified personal health information of many individuals (though notably 
much smaller than that o£the EHRs to come) created £or a medical use; a threat 
(an epi3emic of opiate abuse); and the ability of domestic government to access 
the medical data for nonmedical purposes (arrest and prosecution) at the stroke 
of a pen. 

Or imagine the case of acash-strapped state or HIE trying to make ends 
meet. States typically require that Medicaid data be sent to vazious departments 
for analysis. HIES regularly pass through identified inforniation from all sources 
or store it for future requests for for~vardiug. An HIE or a state can ease its finan-
cial worries by lopping a few identifiers ofF the information and selling it For 
"research," say to Blue Cross and Blue Shield. Such "de-identification" has many 
dif~'erent implementations and therefore security levels. Rarely is consideration 
given to the problem of hove long it would take an attacker with various levels 
of co~npucing power to use the associations of data in the record to data outside 
the record to identify it. Basic security measures usually involve simply speclfy-
ing which information data fields to write over (as opposed to de-indexing), so 
human readers might not know who they are reading about. But once this 
more-ar-less anonymous data is in the hands of the "researcher," it is liaUle to 
being exposed again, depending on the security capabilities of the researcher and 
how conscientious the researcher is. H1Es of Texas are in exactly this position 
(DuBois 2010). 

The HIE Ueing developed in the state ofVennont has in its privacy and secu-
rity policies provision for the sale of data: "If approved, Vermont Information 
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Technology Leaders (VITT.), through an approved Data Subcontractor, shall pre-

pare the de-identified pYotected health information (PI~I) requested and shall be 

reimbtused for its ea~penses by the requesting party" (VITL 2010). 

~ora~n Governments 

Before giving specific e~tamples~ it should be noted that any domestic surveil- 

lance ~mgram atte creates is vulnerable to loss of control for surr~piiriaus use by 

others--the technical equivalent of a mole. This 3n facY is one of the crikic sms of 

the NSA program mentit~ned above, and there is a notic~rious known ~an~ple of 

the Wreck government daliberataly bixilding;wire-tap~aing capabilities ineo'them 

phone sgstem,anly to lose control: ofit to unkna~vn parties from early 2004 ungl 

March 2005, before discavering they were the "listenees" and not the listeners. 

The first e~cample again comes from the state of T~etmont. At the New Eng~, 

land Chapter of the Healthcare Information and Management Systems Saciery 

(NEHIMSS) in January 2012, Chuck Podesta, Chief Information Officer (GIO), 

of Fletcher Allen T3ealth Care {FAI~C) a 5b0-bed academic medical cerner in 

Burl ngton,Uczmont, reported that in March 2011 a compater virus, eventually 

identified with the help of outside experts as Pinkslipbot, was attacking their 

~HR, Epic. Podesta stated that McAfee, a company specializing in system secu- 

rity,'rated Pinksli~bot as "loly risk;' but "we found oixC thae means there is'a low' 

risk of getting' it—but khey might want to add that once you do get it,'you're 

scr~zved" {Smith 2012}:'The virus simultaneously gains admir~ettative rights; 

$hixu down installed virus pmtecgon software, sends data back'to its host coin-

putc in Chin, and receives variant code Co continue concealing itself.` In the 

end; .1,000 of ~i,000 hosts were infected, each requiring 90 minutes to clean up 

740 laptops also had to he exanined and fixed if necessary; and Podesta esti- 

mated the fin~cial impact to be'"in the six figures due to Lost produCeivity."' 

Note thae without the"discovery of this known virus. infecting it, Epic would' 

have continued operating while data was continixally "sent hon e" to the virus's 

originator. Podesta stated that throughout the crisis, as they worked around the 

clock to isolake'infected'hosts, he hoped the loss would not affect over 500 med=' 

ical records, so that the threshold ̀ for mandated reporting to the department of 

Health and Human Services {HHS) for posting on their websike would not be 

exceeded. The report cif his presentation ~iid noC mention whether ox not 

FAHC's security plan had elected to use Epic's capability to support the Ad- 

vanced Encryption Standard {AES) by encrypting the dace while "at rest," the 

equivalent of locking the record ro~tn.That Podesta was worried about exceed- 

ing B00 Gornpromised patient records implies that it sues not, I'*donetheless, k~a-

desta 'ss to be saluted for publicly re]ating his experiences to has colleagues as a 

cautionary tale. 
In April 2010, a group of computer security researchers reported turning the 

tables as they' waCched Chinese attackers systematically access sensitive Indian 

Defense Muustry data (Markoff and Barboza 2010). Along the ~~ay the atk~ckers 
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also accessed NATO data in Afghanistan, prompting Ra£al Rohozinski, a inem-
ber of the Toronto research team, to observe: "It's »ot only that you're only se-
cure as the weakest link in your network, but in an interconuecced world, you're 
only as secure as the weakest link in the global chain of information" 

Of course, the most dramatic publicly known example of inter-country sab-
otage in the computer world is the STUXNET virus (Sanger 2012). No doubt 
it will one day appear as aspear-thrower compared to its descendants. Though 
its goal was sabotage of a machine, there is nn reason siuvlaL approaches could 
not he used to gather information, or to alter die integrity of information. 

Janet Napolitano, Director of Homeland Security, was asked in an interview 
how many cyber attacks might have occurred during her 45-minute conversa-
tion. According to rcportex Adam Levin: "Napolitano replied, ̀ Thousands' And 
if that weren't enough by itself, her most ominous remark was delivered in al-
most desultory terms: ̀ I think we all have to be concerned about a network in-
trusion that shuts down part of the nation's infi-astructure in such a fashion drat 
it results in a loss of life"' (Levin 2011). 

Organized Crime 

Ou July 14, 2010, National Public Radio reported that 300 members of the 
'Ndrangheta crime syndicate in Italy had been arrested. Among them was the 
"director of state medical services in the city of Pavia" (Poggioli 2010). Thus, as 
HIPAA states, one's security plan must consider how the administrative work 
force is to be secure. 

According to Edward Powers, principal o£lleloiete ~ Touche, these attackers 
"know what assets they're going after and they're going after you in a very or-
chestrated way." At a Wall Street Technology Association conference on inanag-
ing the risks of running information systems in capital markets, he told technol-
ogy and operations executives that "for these `criminal elements,' cyberctime is 
now replacing drug trafficking as a primary source of revenue.The cybercri~ni-
nals are getting quite specific about the data and the infrastructure they want to 
capture or control" (Steinert Threlkeld 2011). I would only add that identiSed 
medical information is as good as money in the pocket. 

Corporations 

Corporations are also implicated in compronusing personal data. For exam-
ple, in 2011 it was reported that the data storage service Dropbox had changed 
its terms of service. According to PCWorld: 

Previously, the company stated in its terms of service that "all files stored on 
Dropbox servers are encrypted (ABS-356) and are inaccessible without your 
account password." But, Dropbox has continued co modify the terms of service, 
and backpedal on exactly how seaire customer data is—sometimes putting its 
foot in its proverbial mouth. After a few amendments, the terms have been 
altered such that it now reads more to the effect that Dropbox can access and 
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view yottx eucriypted data, and it might do sotto share in£ormarion with law 
enforcement if it is compelled, but :that emp]oyees are prohibiked from abusing 
that power and viev✓ing, custa~n~r data. (Braclley 2011) 

Farthermoze, it is nearly, if noC coinplet~ly, ubigaktous insurance compairy 
procedure #o refuse to sell insurance unless the purchaser grants the company ac-
cess to their i»edical inf~rmatiort, {Medicare and IV)edicaid follow the ~sam~ 
practice, hence the flow of data to state agencies.) This is despite the £act that tl~e 
ONG privacy and security framework of 200$ skates that "Individuals should be 
provided a reasonable opportunity and capability to make informed decisions 
shout khe collection, use; uid disclosure of kheix individually identifiable health 
infosmatiou" (~JNC 208). Qne supposes the ONC hac3 iu mind in£orsx~ed de-
cisions about offers other than those one can't refuse. 

THE C~'fN9EQUENCES 

Gives oixr security design and lil~ely attackers, our situation is something like 
this. It is as if we had each taken %the valuable cantencs of our homes and de- - 
posited them, carefully indexed, an a huge warehoixse somewhere in the coun-
try, We then give the warehouse owner and his employees cazeful instrucCions 
about mho may access and use these valixables. Thought£ully,'the warehouse 
owner creates a special passage into the warehouse-a "portal"--by which we 
may access a few of or own possessions if we wish.The builder a#`the warehouse'' 
has equipped'it with a very fancy lock {AES with 128= to 256-bit keys) that the 
owner znay chose to use if he thinks he's in a bad neighborhood. Meanwhile, 
there' are four different large, well-trained, well-equipped, and materiel-hungry 
armies in easy znarchiug distance. Will the warehouse owner and his employees 
iay down their'lives, or w=ill they open the lack? Cdr will they cJiscover their ware-
house is riddled with secret back doors, or thaC ehe armies have really big bolt 
cutters (secret supercomputers that can do a brute force attack on AES), or that 
the lack has ur equally Eaz~cy secret rnastcr key? 

There are no key holders, or key and lock tnanufaccurets, that can ulkunately' 
resist the power of a governmenC pax criminal syndicate or lazge, Iegal corpora- 
tion: The defecrion of an employee to azio her company for a larger salary who 
takes along the access eo proprietary infofmation is a well-known "minor" 
example of the key holder problem. The problem wikh AT&T and the NSA is a 
more major example of the key holder problem, DigiNotar, a certificate-~ssuicig 
authority (a kind of "key manufacturer," in that it authenticates to permit key 
distribution}, 'was forced into bankruptcy'a£ter its in&~astructate security was 
bteacheci anti fake secixre sockets layer (S5L) cerkificaties issued "into the wild;'- 
some ofwluch were then used to spy on Iranian e-mail {Henderson 2011),Who 
would want to do that? In March 2011, RSA, another key and lock manufac- 
tares, had its secgrity breached;. 
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RSA, which is based in Bedford, Mass., posted an urgent message on its Web site. 
on Thursday referring to an open letter from i[s chairman, Ar[ Coviello. The le[-
ter acknowledged that the company had suffered from an intrusion Mc Coviello 
desaibcd as an "advanced persistent threat." In recent years a number of United 
States companies and government agencies have been the victim of this type of 
attack, in which an in[nider either exploits an unknown software vulnerability or 
in some way compromises the trust of an employee to take command of a mm-
putei or an entire network within a company. (Markoff 2011) 

The t~'eu~ York Tinies article goes oii to state. "Despite the lack of detail, several 
computer security specialists said the breach could pose a real threat to compa-
nies and government agencies who rely on the technology."According to com-
puter security specialist Whitfield Dif~ie, who invented some of the crypto-
graphic systems now widely used in electronic commerce, "One possibility is 
that a `master key'—a large secret number used as part of the encryption algo-
rithm—might have been stolen.The worst case would be that the intruder could 
produce cards that duplicate the ones supplied by RSA, making it possible to 
gain access to corporate networks and computer systems" (Markoff 207.1). In a 
way, this kind of covert intrusion, which has a chance of being detected and re-
pelled, is safer than a secret overt agreement as occurred with AT&T and the 
NSA. (Incidentally, RSA derives its name from Ronald Rivest, Adi Shamir, and 
Leonard Adelman, the mathematicians who found a cvay in 1977 to implement 
Whitfield Diffie's concept of asynmietric encryption.) 

Then there is the problem of "hack doors," or soft~vaze manufactured so that 
it allows another parry access unbeknownst to the software owner or user. A 
controversy about whether this occurred or not came about with an operating 
system called Open BSD. Linux Journal reported in 2010 that Theo de Raadt, 
OpenBSD founciex and developer, "posted an email that claimed the Federal 
Bureau of Invesdgaeious (FBI) paid OpenBSD developers to leave backdoors in 
its IPsec network security stack. Since then early audits have found some ques-
tionable code, contributors denied any wrongdoing, and the original source reaf-
firmed his allegations" (C.inton 2010). 

The problem comes down to this: by simply imposing the "security structure" 
of a record room on interconnected digital data, we have created a gold mine of 
information. I3etwecn that gold mine and a great deal of raw power stand a feiv 
unfortunate people. It does not matter what armaments, technologically dazzling 
locks uid monitoring ability, or salary eve give to them. What matters is that the 
gold mine now exists, and those few (or perhaps worse, many) people directly 
guarding it or supplying the guardians will always be ducks receiving offers they 
can't refuse from the alligatars. 
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A 1NORp ABQi7T :ENCRYP'Ti01'# 

Before discussing ~rotent al solurions to this iilemma, and their mplicae ons, it 
may be help£ui'ko have some background about the lock and keys of the nfor- 
mation age, encryption.' 

Throughout recorded history, encryption, or disguising khe meaning of a zees- 

sage, k~as utilized a process and some device called a key to encrypk--or change 
a message into' its disguised form, a cipherteact~nd'to change'. it back-deci= 

pherng or decryptin~to its undetstaudable form, plaintext.'1'ake, fpr example; 
the Spartan scytale from the fifth century BGE.The s~ytale was nothing mote 
than a stick with several flattened edges on it. A strip of leather was spirally 
wound the length of the sCick, and'the message written an the leather along the 

flit edges. When the strip;was unwound, the positions of the symbols in the roes- 
sage were changed (a transposition ciph~x}, thezeby hiding its meaning.The re- 

ceiver of the leather strip s~ould take an identical scytale, wind the strap around 
it, and read the message. In this example, the scytale is the key, and the winding, 
writing, unwinding, windang, and ̀ reading is the algorithm far encrypting and 
decrypting. A scheme in which the same key is used to encrypt and decrypt is 
now called "syttunetrical encryption," 

The Advanced Encryprion Standard (AES) uses symmetrical encryption, and 
it is a direct descendent of ehe W WII rotor machines: ECM MarkTI {YI.S) Enig- 

ma (Germany) ~ and Coral {Japan), These, via Hoist ~iestel at IBNI in the 1960s 
became a compixter-based algorithm, T,uci#'er, which vas redesigned by the 1VSA 
to ~ecoine the Data Encryption Skaudard' (DES), This in turn has become 
through a second I~~SA-directed pxojecC the Advanced Encryption Standard 
(AES), which vas published by the National Institute of Standards and Technol- 
Ugy {NISI) in`2Q01. 

DES utilizes a key length of 56 bits, or 2~~ possible keys. In 1977, Diflie and 
Hellman thought it possible to build a parallel machine of 1 million devices, each 

capable of one encryption or decryption per microsecond for an effective rate 

of 14~ decrypCions pex m cxosecortd. On average, it v~ould take 10 hours to break 
DES {open khe lock) vsriCh a broke foxce aktack.They guessed the machine would 
cost $20 million in 1177 dollars. In 1998, the Electronic Frontier Foundation 
(EFF) built a special purpose machine for less than X250,000 that kook less khan 
three days to crack DES.This essentially rendered DES worthless..S~S utilizes a 
128-,192-, or 256-bit key size.The same machine Diffie and Hellman imagined 
in 1977 would take, on average, 5.4 x 1015 years for a brute force attack on the 
128-bit key. 

In synirnetr cal encryption, the main problem (evenkually because of expense) 
becomes how to get the key around to everybody who needs it, and yet keep it 

secret. One of the remarkable and major iate4echzal achievements of the late 

20th century was the conceptiozi and realization of"asymmetric encrypkion." (In 
the United States, Che public development of asymmetric encryption occurred 
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in the inid- to late 1970x, about the time EHRs were first being designed, and 
likely would not have been of much note to those developers.) In asymmetric 
encryption, a mathematically related pair of keys is created.The key that encrypts 
a plaintext cannot decrypt it; the other one must he used to decrypt, or vice-
versa. Mose often one key of the pair is designated the private key (and kept pri-
vate), and the other is designated the public key (and made freely available). 
Thus, to send me a secure message one would obtain my published public key, 
encrypt the message, and send it on down the line to ine. I have the private 
key—which nobody else has—hy which I can decrypt and understand the mes-
sage. The key distribution problem has been pretty much solved. Wonderfully, 
the same scheme utilized in reverse is quite useful for atrthenticacion of messages 
as well. ff Iencrypt amessage—say, my name and a date and time—with my pri-
vate key and send it to somebody, then only the public key of the pair can de-
crypt the message, authenticating that t originated it. 

One use of encryption is a set of protocols called Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), 
familiar to anyone who has used a credit card to buy a book over the Internet 
from Amazon. Most people find it simple, quick, acid straightforward to carry out 
such transactions. However, behind the scenes is a complex process involving the 
purchaser,Amazon, acertificate authority, asynunetric encryption protocols, and 
symmetric encryption protocols. It takes 13 pages in a textbook on cryptogra-
pl~y and network security ro explain it all (Stallings 2011).The speed and sim-
plicity for the user of this extraordinary coinplexiry is a point to be remembered 
as we discuss possible solutions in the next section. It is also important to real-
ize that though [he processes of authenticatioiz, key distribution, encryption, and 
decrypeion are being utilized to agree on an exchange of money and merchan-
dise in the case of Amazon, they could as easily be used to agree upon an ex-
change of information. 

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS 

Who would have thought that for all these centuries medicine has been so tech-
nologically advanced that it was using cloud computing? For convenient access 
when needed, most of us have long been keeping our medical data (history, 
physical exam, labs, images) on another entity's storage medium (a sheet of paper 
in my doctor's office). 

Of course, over the centuries eve have become a bit confused by this. On the 
one hand, we have gradually come to consider the daca (the record} to belong 
to the physician; on the other, we have split what seemed like a legal and pla-
tonic hair for paper records and have considered the information to be the 
patient's, but the physical record the physician's. However, in our brave new 
world of digital data an3 cloud computing, such hair-splitting is not so crazy. It 
is possible to give the owner of the data actual physical control over its access 
(not just legal control, through a release of information form, over an agent who 
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ackually controls the physical process), and qet give actual plxysical control of the 

data's existence ~inCegrity) to another entity.iIn more succinct and £as~ciei~ Ian-

gn~ge: control Hof access sand e~stence maybe dissq~iated. Going back to oar , 

warehouse anetaphor, it is possibly to have a warehouse an which the owners of 

the vt~areliouse or intruders into t1~e lvaxehouse cannot~lknovv the conk~ut of the 
stored boxes or who the owtters of the boxes aze. The warehouse proprietors 
only know how many, and how big, the boxes axe,l~hile the owners of the boxes 

know which one is theirs, and are' able Co access its antl t~iily its contents: In a 

nutsfiell, the cloud camputing problem is how to do Chat well. For example, the 
dropbox solukion mentioned above did not do so well, 

One idea, the "personal" health record, aLnost solves. the problem, bnY in real- 

ity it only sometimes gets the access hal£ of Che problem right, and misses entirely 

the existence side ofthe;pmblem.By giving;ownecship of the record to the pa- 
bent, personal healkh records are also intended to give control of access to the 

individual In fact, some' marketed personal records manage to do Yhat. Asym-
metric encryption is used, and despite the fact thak the information is net nec- 
essay y kept Qn a hard drive in the patient's possession; the company owning the 

hard drive cannot decrypt the information,. and yet with the public key it is easy 
for others (a physician, a hospital} to add to the record, 

The prpblem for personal health records arises with data integrity or existence. 
Knowing that ifI have ~yself'foz a physician, I haee a fool fox a physiciatt, I would 

da well to leave the information in my record well enough alone. However, per- 

sonal health records leave clot completely up to me. I can acid;. delete, or even 

completely desteoq or fabricate to suit my own gstes: Any sensi`61e hospital or 

physician caring for me would therefore keep a parallel record---so back we go 

to the retard room problem. Additionally, digital personal health records lack the 

legal safeguards built up over the centuries for paper health recards.The company. . 

on whose medium I am keeping the data may decide I'm not paying enough rent 

or that they want to start their own data-mining business and hold the records 

hostage, or they may go out of business and end the record's existence. 

The personal health record almost succeeds in being a solution because in 

some implementations it uses encryption in'which each person holds the secret 
or private key for his or her own record, and thus the phgsical continuity of the 

data is dismantled. Unlike locking the record roam with one key, or encryp[ing 

all the records in one's possession with one key and algarikhm, each indiv9dixal's 

xecord is encrypted by a different key. Sinceeach record alone is not woxt~ very 

much far daka mining, the strength of the encryption needed to dissuade an 

attack is much less than: that needed for a large collection of records ~ncrypked 
with nne key and algor thm.The time an attacker would spend in decipherment 
of each independenk recUrd prohibits trying to decipher a significant number, Tt 

is as Yf we'ae gone down to that beyond imagination cavernous warehouse, and 

taken our possessions back to our awn home where we have the keys to the out-' 

side and inside doors, and s4 control access: 
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Kristen Lauter and her colleagues have written a paper applying ideas about 
cloud computing security to medical records. The record remains just that, an 
"iinnmtable" record of a person's interactions with health care, but the individ-
ual patient physically controls access to the record (Benaloh et al. 2009). Ac-
cording to Lauter and colleagues: 

We shall propose a design that we refer to as Patient Controlled Encryp[ion 
(PCE) as a solution to secure and private storage of patients' medical records. 
PCE allows the patient to selectively share records among doctors and healthcare 
providers. The design of the system is based on a hierarchical encryption system. 
The patient's record is partitioned into a hierarchical stmctare, eac(~ portion of 
which is enerppted with a corresponding key. The patient is required to store 
a root secret key, from which a tree of subkeys is derived. The patient eau seleo- 
rively distribure suUkeys for decryption of c:~rious portions of the record. The 
patient can also generate and dlstxibute txapdoois for selectively searching pox-
dons of the record. Our design prevents unauthorized access to patients' medical 
data by data storage providers, healthcare providers, pharmaceutical companies, 
insurance companies, or others who have not been given the appropriate de-
cryption keys. (p. 2) 

Sadly, to the hest of my kno~~vledge, this system has not been Implemented for 
field trials, btiit it is there waiting, ready to be tried out. There are other cloud 
computing ideas and even products. Although they are clearly not fox medical 
records, one can see that currene industrial solutions are groping their ~~ay in 
that direction, and could form the nidus o£ui approach to medical records.Take, 
for example, a prodttet recently described in the trade journal PCWodd, which 
is based on the concept of the safe deposit box with two keys, one for the cus-
tomer and the other for the banker, dubbed the Porticor Virtual Key Manage-
ment Service: 

Just like the safe deposit box, the customer can't decrypt chc data widlouc the 
key held by Porticor, and Porticor can't decrypt the data without the master key 
held by the customer. In practice, the customer actually has one key per project, 
which is usually an application. Porticor has thousands of keys, one for each file 
or disk belonging to that project. Still, the keys nmst pair up in order [o provide 
access ro the eno-rypted daea. Beyond the keys being. spli[ between the cus[omer 
and Porticor, the unique part of the solution is the keys themselves are en-
crypted by the customer's master ke}~, which only the customer holds and 
kno~vs.As a result, Porticor holds project keys but the vendor can't read them 
because they axe encrypted. By encrypting the "banker" keys with the customer 
master key, Porricor gives the customer complete mitigaeion of end data proteo- 
tioii. (Musthaler 2012) 

The overall effect of these techniques is to restore the security of a system in 
which the unauthorized intrusion into records requires cone-by-one process as 
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it does now for paper records, I#' ore of tfis.#"aixr "attackers" wants your par~icu-

lar record for some reason, they can get it, just as they can now with paper rec-

ords,bixt there can be no data mining £or non-beneficent use o£the called nfor-

maUon. With such a system in place, a clinician could reasonably assure papents 

of the confidentiality of their medical, records. 

IMPLICATIGNS FOR` PRA6TIC~ 

Trying to imagine what life might look like if the "record room" is made Whys-

3cally;discontinraoixs by giving each patient control ouex access to'his or her own 

record is a good way to indixce panic attacks, ~~hether one is a cluucian or a sps- , 

teem designer. This section is meant to provide some s call steps:. of desensitiza-

tion to that image by lingering with it long enough to think through some of 

the design imp&cations and by sketching out approaches for a few of the com-

monly raised questions. Of course, the real proof or disproof of these ideas can 

only come through research, actual itnplemeiitations of systems, aA~d field trials. 

Tt as hoped, though, that by pemeveting through the initial shock of turning on 

its head sgmething so seemingly commonsettse as a record room, one can ex~e-

rience the op~nir~g up o£unexpected promising avenues. By viewing the record 

from'the vantage point ofthe parient z~ather than that o£thc physician, things can 

£all into place. 
Pfiysicians seem to live interminably hassled lives. Fartly from an accretion of 

}ustorical accidents, and partly from misguided approaches to ixk l zatian control, 

much energy and time muet be spent in activities that lend liktle meaning ko 

one's own or the patient's life. consequently, even a hint at snaking something 

simple more complicated can brush a bruise, and protest vigorously follows. 

Appearing to .ask a physician to acquire permission from each gaticnt to peer_ 

into a record is more than a hint of complication. But although it is politically 

e~cpedient to avoid this protest, at is not wise. Any number of :things that look 

complicated itt description, paxticulaxly for those that are foreign to our sei~si- 

bilities, turn out in practice »ot to be so.The description of the inner workings.. : 

of SSL is complex, but a use is simple, and it is an example of how two pazties 

could agree to exchange information, This agreement could .happen prior to 

face-to-face meetings, could be done by office scoff, or could involve more khan 

one clinician, office, or consulkant.The fact that all this will be, by our current 

sensibiliCies, complicated under the hood dues not necessarily mean it ~lll be 

complicated tct drive. Further, the ability ro assure patients that their information 

will remain confidenrial; and that Chet' can dude what infozmation to give and. 

to whom they ,will givet, puts us back in the £airiiliar, tried-and-true kerritory ;

of estab~ishing;rappoxt and trust.This is not a small prize to re-win. 
The relief and excitement generated among patients and their clinicians sim- 

ply ar the ~zrospect of honing the same medical record if khey cross the street from 
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office to office or hospital to hospital is a wonderful promise of EHRs, but there 
is another prize also o£untold value: research based in the real world.The exclu-
sion criteria of randomized double-blind studies divorce [hem from everyday 
practice. The money required to stage them open makes them—surprise—the 
pawns of the moneyed, and putting them out to bid to offshore "research" com-
panles can make them of dubious quality. Studies of the larger-scale "system" is-
sues are usually done using billing data from Medicaid or Medicare, and perhaps 

indemnity insurance companies. This approach is akin to trying to understand 
the ecology and health of a forest by studying the few items from it that are of 
mazket value and found in the local village. A question that arises then is i£ sue 
adopt cloud computing solutions in which individual records are individually 
encrypted each with a diffexcnt set of keys, each held by a different person, are 
we not, in our zeal to make data mining impossible, making research impossible 
as well%The answer is not at al]—but to do research, we will need to anonymize 
a person's data as it is created and move it into some pooled collection. Ho~v to 
make this a good enough one-way street to anonymity, and who will "own" the 
anonymous data, is beyond the scope of this article. But such a project is neces-
sary for our own well-Ueing; is not beyond our capabilities; is better than hospi-
tals considering the data proprietary, and freely examining identitied data believ-
ing all is well if the published results are made anonymous; and is far, far better 
than an HIE clearing out a few fields and selling the data. 

Invariably the question of emergencies comes up. ff individuals control access 
to their records, what do we do if they emergently can't participate? Assuming 
there is a record to be had, there are innuinenble ways to solve this, and it is 
really a question for held trials. One possible solution, for example, is that some 
subset of the data in a person's record could be tagged as useful in an emergency, 
and then some biometric of the person could be used as the data to generate the 
key (or key pair) by which that subset is encrypted, and by which the key can 
be generated for decryption as well. More than one biometric could be used to 
guard against illness or injury altering or destroying the tissue basis for the bio-
xnetric. In a sense, the person himself or herself becomes the equivalent of the 
Spartan scytale. 

Variants of the above are key loss, and some form of chronic incapacity, such 
as demenria or intellectual disability or being a child. Since this is just one record 
we are worried about, and since most of ns are small enough fish that the data 
has little value to anybody else, we can solve this as we do for our house: an extra 
key in the garden or given to one's partner, trusted Friend, parent or guardian, 
advanced directive agent, or doctor's ofFice. If one hasn't taken those precautions 
and actually does get locked nut of the house, there is always, for a fee, the lock-
smith—and the fancier the lock, the fancier the fee. Since ~~e aze mostly at-
temptiug to discourage data mining—large-scale plunder of our homes—then 
the individual encryption and decryption schemes for persons could be within 
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the reach of miore-or less everyday' computers £or a brute fprce iun through o£ 

the possible keys. 
There are many anore questions of this sort one could work tla~ongh, but they 

can mostly be Yesolved vaith a litkle patience and ingenuity. There is, however, 

one concern of HTEs-who must potentially ship records from ail fiver the 

country—wk~ase solutioia turns out to be particularly interesting and surprisingt 

that is, Che problem of a "unique idenCifiec' ~3I~s are pulling ouC their hair try-

ing to make sure the right record geks pulled or &ent merrilq off to Timbuktu. 

Thus; the need arises for a unique number so a technician can ciiskingush be- 

tween the 500 Joe Millers in the country and anstruct the computer to send the 

correct retord.The truth is, though, that most of us most of the time know who .

we are, and where we live. I know which Jae Haller I`am, and therefore where' 

I live~vithoutneeding to lmo~v where the'ather 4J9 Joe Millais live.T~ere is~ 

no need for me to give myself a unique identifier to know myself, and therefore 

if I am my own "record librarian," then there is no need Co do so fax my record` 

either: I can arrange to have my record forwarded and accessed as need be with- 

out resort to numbers (of course the various symbolic"names I use would even- 

tuallyrdevolve into binary nurnbers).And even if I somehow manage to tnistak-

cnly send my record where I don't want it:to be, I am more ikely to forgive 

myself than I would be a technician, and if asymmetric encryption were used, it 

might be in the wrong place, but it woixld still have its meaning disguised. 

The issue of a unigae identifier does came up for our pooled, anonymous, 

research data, but it is much less terrifyingly solved there, than k is out here in 

identity theft land. {For our individual, identified and encryptecl'medical record 

one could truthfully say, as for a house, that iCs physical location and associated ad- 

dress is the unique identifier, but that number, should somebody else acquire it ' 

has no other use, and leads to nothing but disguised meaning—a locked house.) 

'THE CURi2ENT SOLUTION REVISiT~D 

The (ANC has among its advisory committees one called the Privacy and. Secur- 

ity T get Team:: 4n August 19, 2010, it presented some recommendations and 

core values based on specific questions posed to it by the ONC (Elmore 2010): 

Among these vaere; 

2,S:Trust Framework for ExchangeAmoiag Providers for Treatment 

The respniisibiliry foe' maintaining the privacy and se~ariry of a patient's 
rrecord reeks with the. patient's providers, who may delegate £unctions sixch 
as issuing digital credentials ~r rerifying prpvider identity, as lopg as such 
delegation maintains this trust. 

3:4: ConsenS Tmplernentadon Gaidance 

Based on our core values, the person who has the direct, trearing relationship 
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with the individual, in most cases the pauenc's provider, holds the trust rela-
tionship and is responsible for educating the patients abou[ l ow information 
is shared and with whom. 

Core Values 

The relationship between the patient and his or her health care provider is 
the foundation £or trust in health infoxmaeion exchange, particularly with 
respect to protecting the confidentiality of personal health information. 

As key agents of trust for patients, providers are responsible £oi maintaini~ig 
the privacy and security of their patients' records. 

These are tall orders fur clinicians. The interlocking laws, rules, regulations, 

and policies found in the privacy and security rules of HIPAA, the EHR design 

criteria and policies of the ONC, the investigatory and protective functions of 

OCR, and the sticks and carrots of the CMS arc simply overwhelming and dis-

orienting compared to the function of a paper record room. The ONC, OCR, 

CMS, and HIPAA are like mirrors lining the inside of a circle, at whose center 

the clinician stands. "You da reality!" they say enthusiastically, even as the clini-

cian him- or herself searches for an anchor in reality. "You ensure the confiden-

tiality, and expend your patient's trust to assure him or her of that confidential-

ity;' the mirrors instruct. However surreal, this is an understandable intuitive step 

on the ONC's put. Prior to the information age, a vow of ~naintaiuing confi-

dentialiry by professionals vas the solution to the cloud computing problem: 

people have come to trust clinicians to keep their confidences. But such a vow 

is not the solution today, and the sad reality with the EHRs of today is that the 

clinician has little to nothing to do with assuring the confidentiality, and likely 

does not understand the technical mechanisms, laws, and ad7runistrative struc-

tures being used that purport to ensure security of the information. Clitucians 
today cannot assure ehe patient's confidentiality with angwhere near the cer-

tainty one could with a paper record in one's office or the local hospital. 

Among the ONC's initiatives regarding privacy and security is the Strategic 

Healthcare IT Advanced Research Projecu on Security (SHARPS), being car-

ried out at three major universities and tH~o major hospitals. On the home page 

of the SHARPS website, it states the research projects are "aimed at reducing 

security anti privacy harriers to the effective use of health information technol-

opy." This is a discouraging way to frame the problem, seemingly assuming that 

privacy and security is adequate at present but is someho~c getting in the way. It 

is hard (for me) to determine from the site what specific research is ongoing, but 

there is a fairly long list of publications/papers generated by their ~~ork. None 

of these seem to contemplate a patient having direct physical control over access 

to their record. One fears it has been judged that such an approach is not nec-

essary for security and would inevitably increase secutiry and privacy harriers to 

"effective use of health information technology." If this is the assumption by the 
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government agency funding research on EHRs, and wtit~ng Che criteria for ac-
ceptakile BHRs then the probabiliey is high that a major catastrophe stemiming 
from loss of central aver protected health infc~rmatioi~ foams down the road. 

GSNCLU$ION 

The conIluence of EHRs first developing in the absence of the Internet; encryp-
tion standaxdization (DES) and breakthroughs (asymmetric) not occurring until 
the lake 1970s a focus on individual EHR design; the belief that such design 
could be carried ont simply by trnnsposing paper record functiotzs into EI~Rs—
in particixlar, the nnexaininecl assumptioxl Yhat a record room would be replicated 
for EHRs; the significant-countrywide investments in ~HRs, wiCh deslgnsrelab-
orating on such assumptions; the sudden political will to reap the potential ben-
e&ts of EHRs; and the late arrival of the ONC, which in irs mission to move 

ahead seems unwilling to sCep back' and reconsider the stresses EHRs built'to iks 
specifications will have to withstand—all of ehese factois have placed the coafi-
dentialiry and beneficent use of the nation's medical information' at serious risk. 
The current security standards and plans aze so much tissue paper standing be-
tween the data bezng amassed and the forces; irresistible as a flooding river, that 
are moving Coward it, 

FurCher, individual clinicians, despite the vows of their profession, are com- 
pletely marginalized an the actual maiiltainii g of confidences. How rnany day- 
to-day pracritiouers are :involved in EHR design, or, ~n*hen iC comes to confi-
dentiality; know mn[h more than the sales talk of"m$irst securitp"that has been 
"hzrdened"? 4~hat is a block cipher wiCh a 128 bit keq anyway,and "asymmet-
ric what"? Few individual practices can sort through the various vendors and 
consider the options. Most rely on ad~icc from state and federal programs that 
aze necessarily there to help promulgate EHRs, ox they lure consultants. Larger 
organizations (such as hospitals) form committees to select their. "produck;' and 
they Chen hire compliance officers and chief i~afarmation officers, each with large 
staffs who need to insure the correct technical and a~ittiiuistrakive functions of 
EHRs and people, and who also need to detect, contain, and repel any secariry 
lapses oz attacks. CEOs are not used to the "record roozxa" and its personnel 
being a major part o£ their budgeC, so the departments of information officers 
are chronically underfunded. And all these people need to understand"what 
HIPAA, the C3NC, the GMS, and the OCR require of them, keep the requisite 
documentation to prove their compliance, and receive necessary recompense. 
This complex architecture of technology and people' is held together by;con-
tracts—not by "the 1ayalties that come from personal contact, and professional 
vows.—and it is very vulnerable to enttropy, ineptitude, coezcion, and in&ltratic~n. 
PaCients will conrinue to have direct personal contact witk~ clit~iciaus, buk the two 
remain isolated from the levers on the machines and the people directing the 
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flow of information. They say what they think they would like to happen, and 

hope £or the best.This is particulaily tragic because we can and have thought of 

better ways to do things. 

It is haz~d to imagine that a reading of history and an awareness of current 

events would not compel us eo explore these ideas. We must make cvcry effort 

to prepare for the excesses of domestic goverimient, attacks from other nations, 

and the corrosive inroads of organized crime and conunercialism upon the social 

use of privacy to promote individual and common good. 
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